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Abstract
Party organization has regained a new momentum in the party literature over the past decade. Within this context, we
review the most important advances in the literature and critically examine issues such as: the link between party
organization literature and organizational theory literature, between party organization and intra-party democracy or
between party organization on paper and in reality. We ascertain the need for more conceptual clarifications in the field
and raise some questions for debate. We further outline the contribution of this special issue around the controversial
relevance and contemporary use of intra-party democracy across representative democracies.
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The study of party organization has gained a new
momentum during the last few years. A new wave of
studies have not only restated the importance of this
concept for party politics but also expanded the number
and breadth of data sets available for political scientists.
From edited books, which mostly offer chapters based
on single cases, the study of party organization has
moved towards large comparative studies and ‘big data’
projects. Within this recent scholarly trend, we bring a
fresh theoretical and empirical approach to party organization. The studies in this special issue cover both old
and new concepts in party organization and bring new
data sets to the research community. In what follows, we
review the state of the field, outline our contribution and
conclude with open questions for research.
First and foremost, we believe that party organization
should occupy an important place in comparative party
research agenda. Theoretically, political scientists are
already moving away from a pure deterministic approach,
whereby organization is seen only as an effect of environmental conditions. The field of party politics should also
consider parties’ strategic decisions of adopting organizational changes in order to pursue their goals. This special

issue brings together a group of articles from different
comparative research projects on contemporary party organization. The topics under investigation relate to intra-party
democracy (IPD) and specific organizational aspects such
as access to a party’s decision-making processes, candidate
selection, party membership, intra-party conflicts, mergers
and their implications for democracy.

Advances in party organization theory
The literature offers no clear definition of party organization but the common understanding is that it covers the
organizational structure of a political party from its basic
organizational units (Duverger, 1954: 17–60) to the top
leadership and the power relations across these structures.
Writings on party organization are developed without
drawing much from organizational theory. Excepting
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works such as Janda (1983) and Borz and De Miguel
(2017), few studies take inspiration from that literature.
On the other side, organization theory developed separately
without making much reference to party organization studies. Schlesinger (2013) is the exception of a chapter in the
Handbook of Organizations (March, 2013). Organization
theory however recognized the need for an interdisciplinary
approach and also noticed the ‘lag in communication
between disciplines’ while stating that ‘organizations cannot be explained by a single theory’ (Hatch 1997: 4). Organizational theory as a field has very similar interests to
party theory. Some of its core concepts are about the
environment of organization, strategy and goals, technology,
organizational social structure, organizational culture and
structure of organizations (Hatch 1997; Mintzberg, 1990).
The themes of organizational decision-making, conflict,
control and ideology in organizations as well as organizational change are well developed across various approaches
such as the modernist (rational choice), symbolicinterpretative (qualitative) or the postmodern approach
(critical organization theory). Party theorists should build
on these approaches.
Duverger developed structural typologies that were later
criticized for ‘attempting a premature correlation between
the structure and the social bases of parties’ (Sartori 2005).
Katz and Mair (1995: 18) in their cartel thesis talked about
‘models of party organization’ (elite party, mass party,
catch-all party), each model being associated with a type
of democracy. Besides the nature of membership and the
relationship between members and party elite, their models
were all-encompassing and made with reference to the distribution of political resources, electoral competition and
party competition, party campaigning, party communication, relation to the civil society and the state. In other
words, their typology included not only the party structure
but also its relation to the political and social environment.
Different strands in the party organization literature
were mainly inspired by Duverger’s conceptual framework
and emphasized single characteristics of party organization. Centralization of power, organizational articulation,
direct and indirect structure were the concepts developed
by Duverger in 1954. Other concepts such as institutionalization or organizational complexity have been developed
by Panebianco (1988). Janda’s earlier work (1980, 1983)
was built on organization theory and proposed distinctive
dimensions of internal party organization: degree of organization (complexity of structural differentiation) and centralization of power (location and distribution of authority),
coherence (congruence in the attitudes and behaviour of
party members) and involvement (participation in party
activities). In line with this differentiation, Ignazi (2001:
12) defined party organization as ‘an arena of conflicts
whose basic stake is “power”’, that is, control over crucial
resources that allows a group – a dominant coalition – to
take authoritative legitimate decisions for all and affecting
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everybody. From here followed discussions about hierarchical or stratarchical patterns of organizational relations
within a party (Carty 2004).
Significant inroads have been made by party scholars
interested mainly in one specific part of party organization
such as membership (Scarrow, 2005; van Haute and Gauja,
2015; Scarrow and Bogdan, 2010) or candidate selection
(Rahat, 2009; Rahat and Hazan, 2001; Rahat, Hazan and
Katz, 2008). Perhaps one of the most developed contributions to the field came from the area of party organizational
change. Katz and Mai (1992) made an important contribution by presenting various descriptive indicators of party
change from 1960 to 1990 across 12 Western democracies.
Party rules, party membership and party finance were
among the indicators used in their ‘data handbook’. It however provided only a qualitative description of the data
which made it user-unfriendly for comparative quantitative
format for further analysis. Generalist theories on party
organizational change made significant advances with the
work of Harmel and Janda (1994), Harmel (2002), Harmel
et al (1995) and Gauja (2017). Gauja specified that reform
of party organization made publicly is different from party
change and seen as evolutionary or incremental processes.
In the six countries examined (United Kingdom, Germany,
France, Australia and New Zeeland), Gauja (2017: 4)
showed that ‘parties’ perceptions of the social trends in
which they operate shape reform agendas’. Among the
reform initiatives observed by the author were the introduction of primaries, the changing meaning of party membership, issues-based online policy development and
community organizing campaigns. Her cases however were
old established democracies which also happened to have
the highest level of plebiscitary IPD (Poguntke et al 2016).
The field of party organization is still in need for large
comparative studies. There are very few comparative
empirical studies to date with a specific focus on party
organization. Janda and King (1985) tested Duverger’s propositions on 147 parties in 53 countries using 1960 data
from Janda’s International Comparative Political Parties
Project. Scarrow et al (2017) led a new data collection
project based on official documents such as party statutes
across 25 countries from Latin America Asia and Europe.
Borz and de Miguel (2017) focused on party organization
using the Party Unity Expert Survey across 22 European
Countries. Other recent data collection efforts are less comparative in scope and present analyses of parties in the same
country (Italy) such as Ceron (2015) or a few countries
(France and Germany), such as Greene and Haber (2016)
who analyzed speeches at party congresses in order to measure the level of intra-party disagreement.
Components of party organization have been linked to
important phenomena in political science, which speak to
the importance of the field. Party organization is important
for party change (Harmel and Janda 1994; Schumacher et al
2013), party electoral success (Greene and Haber 2016;
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Ishyiama 2001; Janda and Coleman 1998; Tavits 2011),
party system change (Janda 1990), political participation
(Kernell 2013), political decentralization (Meguid 2008) or
party nationalization (Borz and De Miguel 2017; Chhibber
and Suryanarayan 2014).
Recent contributions relate to the consequences of party
development and party decline in terms of low legitimacy,
low membership and low trust in parties. The new party
organization studies concentrate their attention on membership (van Haute and Gauja 2015), reform of party organization different from party change seen as an evolutionary
or incremental process (Gauja 2017), candidate selection
(Pilet and Cross 2014), factionalism (Boucek 2012, Ceron
2015), intra-party conflict (Greene and Haber 2016), factionalism, centralization and party unity (Borz and De
Miguel 2017) and splits (Ibenskas 2017).

The need for conceptual clarifications
Some conceptual confusion related to party organization
still persists in the party literature and needs to be
addressed. The problem applies to the concept of inclusiveness or inclusion. Some authors use it with the meaning of
inclusion of members in decision-making via voting, while
others use it as inclusion of members in decision-making
via consultations. Although important distinctions has been
made by Hazan and Rahat (2010), one should avoid equating decentralization of party organization with inclusiveness. We also argue against this practice, as
decentralization may include several aspects of decisionmaking from general strategies, agenda setting or distribution of resources which are not being captured by member
inclusiveness.
Equally, many studies refer to party cohesion, discipline
and unity as being the same thing (Andeweg and Thomassen 2011; Hazan 2006). This creates two common problems in the literature. The first one relates to the definitions
of these three concepts and the second to the measurement
advanced for them. Often, one step is overlooked when
defining the concepts, and most scholars, instead of offering a conceptual clarification and definition, refer directly
to measurements. The concept of party unity is used to refer
to observable behaviour (Stecker 2015) such as the MPs’
vote inside the legislature. Most of the time, the concept of
unity is used interchangeably with that of party discipline
and party cohesion, all being presumed to mean roll call
vote unity as measured by the Rice index (Dewan and
Spirling 2011; Desposato 2005). The problem lies in the
use of roll call votes as a measurement for the abovementioned concepts, when in fact roll call votes are mainly a
behavioural expression and do not necessarily imply similarity in attitudes. The argument can be expanded to concepts such as IPD and grass roots democracy which are also
being used interchangeably. In addition, sometimes IPD is
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equated with decentralization which is only one (and narrow) aspect of democratic practices.

Party organization and IPD
There has been much fascination with the concept of IPD
lately. It became more popular as it started to be implemented in various ways by parties. Green parties have been
found to exhibit high levels of IPD. They were followed
closely by social democrats, while conservatives registered
average levels of assembly IPD (Poguntke et al 2016: 672).
Variation across party families is not surprising as Harmel
and Janda (1994: 265) placed IPD (‘representation/participation of members’) as one of the four possible primary
goals of a political party alongside ‘vote maximizing,
office maximizing and policy/ideology advocacy’. The
importance of party democracy as a goal is expected to
vary across parties but also within parties across time
depending on electoral or other party strategic goals.
Reduced legitimacy is invoked as the main reason why
more attention is given to party internal democracy. This is
why various parties make efforts to repair the broken links
with the electorate and party members and activists. Gauja
(2017: 5) showed that political parties’ organizational
reform becomes part of a ‘broader rhetoric of democratization, re-engagement and modernization delivered to diverse
audiences – both internal and external to the party’. Later in
this special issue, Ignazi claims, ‘Parties were “in tune with
society” during the industrial era prior to World War II and
immediately after it, but “by the end of the 20th century
[however] parties became unfit to the post-industrial and
postmodern society”’.
While conceptualizations of IPD are useful, they should
be carefully related to theories of democracy. An index
which includes participation, competition, representation,
responsiveness and transparency (Rahat and Shapira 2017)
might be too broad, while another index which focuses only
on inclusion of members in electing the leader and the
candidates might be too narrow for an account of democratic practices. We already know that electoral authoritarianism coexists with free elections (Schedler 2006). As the
party elite are the agenda setters, the outcome of the electoral inclusion can be manipulated (Cross and Pilet 2015;
Katz 2013). In fact, it was noticed early on (Katz and Mair,
1995) that giving members more rights is a sign of giving
party leaders more autonomy, especially from the party’s
middle ranks.
Researchers should bear in mind what type of democracy they relate to and whether typologies of IPD have a
positive or negative implication for the political system
as a whole (see Teorell 1999). Is IPD equally effective
and important for party elite as for the party members
and voters? Katz (2013: 49) suggested that forces outside party organization ‘have made partisan involvement
less attractive to citizens’, and hence we should not
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expect IPD to be a miraculous remedy which brings
back ‘normality’. Furthermore, Carty (2013) asks
whether parties are actually meant to be internally
democratic.
While democracy as a concept has different interpretations, the same concept applied to party organization risks
to bring confusion to the field. Internal democracy may be a
function of a party’s size in the legislature and on the
ground, hence different parties may prefer different types
of internal democracy being implemented depending on
their goals. It is important to note that the IPD concept does
not receive equal attention in organization theory, partly
because the question of legitimacy was not raised with the
same intensity, even if one can easily find equal signs of
mistrust in various international organizations or crossnational business organizations.
In drawing conclusions about party organization, more
attention should be paid to the party as unit of analysis and
not to countries. Differences among parties within countries are equally important as differences across countries.
In their recent study, Poguntke et al. (2016) discussed two
types of IPD: assembly (i.e. inclusiveness of party decisionmaking via discussions, exchange of arguments within
party organs and assemblies of all members) and plebiscitary (i.e. member ballots for programme writing and personnel selection). Even if the two concepts are associated,
they found more evidence of the former than of the latter
across the 19 countries in their sample.
Questions remain about which definition of democracy
researchers and parties have in mind when they talk about
IPD. Democratic theory has made significant empirical
advances (Varieties of Democracy, 2017), and IPD should
follow similar systematic empirical routes. Most importantly has IPD, as implemented so far, the expected effects
for parties themselves and also for the overall party system
and political system? Conceptualizations of IPD based on
inclusion of members in selecting the leaders or candidates
only runs the danger of placing too much emphasis on
particular theories of democracy (i.e. direct or deliberative)
without elaborating on the long-term implications for the
state-level democracy.

Party organization on paper and in reality
The balance between the formal and the informal dimension of party organization requires more attention in comparative studies. Are organizational rules implemented as
they are on paper or simply overlooked? This question has
important implications for the data used in research and for
the robustness of findings. Some parties may be very democratic on paper but very authoritarian in practice.
The internal organizational arrangements can be traced
from legal documents in the shape of party statutes or party
laws. These offer a formal state of the art while text analyses of speeches, party surveys or expert surveys can
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provide additional information about party internal affairs.
What this tells us is that the field needs a combination of the
abovementioned methods when assessing the internal
arrangements of parties.

This issue’s contribution
This special issue presents empirical analyses based on new
original data sets. All articles offer comparative analyses of
party organization across parties and across countries from
Western and Eastern Europe but also from South Korea and
the European Parliament. The six contributions in this issue
use original first-hand data from expert surveys across
Europe, surveys of party members in South Korea, elite
surveys across Europe, and interviews with members of the
European Parliament.
Theoretically, this special issue answers some of the
open questions outlined earlier. The common theme across
most articles is the ‘controversial’ relevance and contemporary use of IPD in representative democracies. In ‘The
four knights of intra-party democracy: A rescue for party
delegitimation’, Ignazi offers a relevant theoretical discussion of the need, major components and consequences of
IPD. The strong message from his article is that inclusion is
not enough for democracy to exist inside a party. Pluralism,
deliberation and diffusion are also key democratic components. The Rudig and Sajuria article, “Green Party members and grassroots democracy: A comparative analysis”,
explores the degree and importance of grassroots democracy for green party members. Even if green parties exhibit
the highest level of plebiscitary democracy (Poguntke
et al., 2016), Rudig and Sajuria find that only those members involved in current social movements attribute high
importance to IPD. This ultimately raises the question
whether members of other parties (which do not have associated social movements) attribute equal significance to
intra-party democratic practices.
Another very important question about the effects of
IPD is whether it can improve activism and hence nurture
political participation as advocated by many studies.
Against expectations, Koo’s article, “Can Intra-party
democracy save party activism? Evidence from Korea”,
finds that even in conditions of increased party membership, Korean members who value intra-party democratic
practices are less active. Henceforth, in this case, IPD did
not foster or increase the level of activism among party
members.
The increased usage of informal organizational practices
across parties in European parties is a subject that requires
more attention from party scholarship. In ‘When political
parties’ actions speak louder than words: Formal and informal processes of candidate selection for European
elections”, Kelbel examines the formal and informal norms
for candidate selection in European elections and the reasons behind the increased usage of the latter. The author
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finds that ‘dominant party actors have indeed adopted practices that allow them to remain or become in charge’. In
other words, informality may turn against democratic procedures adopted by parties such as open candidate
selection.
As we know that party members in general are not
descriptively representative of the general voting population (van Haute and Gauja 2015), an interesting question
that arises is if parties with high IPD have members who are
more representative of the voting population than those
with low IPD. Achury et al., in “Net membership costs and
the representativeness of party members”, present patterns
of party membership in 10 parliamentary democracies and
find that inclusiveness could favour representation. In other
words, the use of intra-party ballots may attract more
representative members than parties which offer no inclusion benefits.
Moving the discussion to party organizational change,
one issue for consideration is party mergers not only at the
national level but also at the European level. In “Forging
friendships: Europarties and party cooperation in Central
and Eastern Europe, explaining party mergers in the
European Parliament”, Ibenskas explores the reasons
behind party mergers in the European Parliament. He contends that structural and organizational institutionalization,
in the most important Europarties, allows them to influence
party mergers in the European Parliament. The mechanism
behind mergers is the provision of benefits conditional on
party cooperation in national politics and through socializing and persuading the party elites.
Various questions for further research remain. Will IPD
in its various forms contribute to substantive and descriptive representation at the system level? Should parties find
alternative routes to IPD in order to regain legitimacy?
How much informality is involved in the screening of candidates before party members are involved in the process of
selection? Are all party members across the system supportive of IPD? What is the link between IPD, party factions,
splits and party mergers? Other very important questions
are about the competing organizational strategies that parties may have to adopt in different arenas depending on
their goals. In relation to this, how important is party organization in the policymaking process and in the governance
process overall? Such questions should occupy another
generation of party scholars.
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